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Abstract
Building blocks yielding an e.cient implementation of the odd–even multigrid method for the Poisson problem in the
reference domain (0; 1)d; d = 2; 3; are described. Modi1cations needed to transform these techniques to solve reduced
linear systems representing boundary value problems in arbitrary domains are given. A new way to de1ne enriched
coarser subspaces in the multilevel realization is proposed. Numerical examples demonstrating the e.ciency of developed
multigrid methods are included. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to develop a computationally e.cient multigrid method for solving
so-called reduced systems. Usually such systems represent boundary value problems in complicated
subdomains of a reference domain. A directly related paper to our study is [10], where the same prob-
lem has been treated both theoretically and numerically. It is shown in [10] that both multiplicative
and additive subspace correction methods based on either hierarchical splitting in general domains or
on L2-projections with domains not having point- or line-type (measure zero) boundary conditions
give logarithmically stable algorithms. Similar investigations within an adaptive framework are given
in [6].
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The usual way to construct a nested sequence of subspaces for multilevel algorithms in general
domains is to de1ne a coarse initial triangulation which is then re1ned using the chosen strategy. This
works well when the initial domain is not “too nasty” and remains 1xed during some computational
procedure. However, there are plenty of interesting cases where the initial domain does not have a
smooth boundary and, therefore, it does not allow a straightforward coarse triangulation. Moreover,
when solving obstacle problems using the so-called active set strategies [5,9,11] the computational
domain including the free nodes (not touching the given obstacle) changes within the iterative
procedure. To rebuild the mesh starting from rede1ned coarse triangulation at each iteration step can
be computationally expensive.
Here we proceed in a diHerent way: we de1ne the usual nested subspaces in the reference domain
=(0; 1)d; d=2; 3; and use the projection of the original, reduced problem into these subspaces in the
multilevel realization. The geometry where the reduced problem is posed can be arbitrary, because
we allow a boundary condition on any subset of original nodes. The usual approach to construct a
hierarchy of subspaces is based on the approximation of the computational domain of the reduced
problem on coarser grids. However, with a di.cult geometry, we obtain a small, very sparse collec-
tion of coarser subspaces, and this slows down the convergence of a multigrid method dramatically.
To accelerate the multigrid procedure, we propose a new way to de1ne enriched coarser subspaces.
Numerical experiments in 2D and 3D demonstrate the improved performance of the multigrid method
with extended subspaces, when compared to the usual approach. In addition, we have proposed and
thoroughly tested a mesh-dependent stopping criterion for the iterative solution processes.
The considered model problem is a Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. However,
all the ingredients given can be extended for elliptic problems with other operators and boundary
conditions. Especially, in our future research we will apply the developed methods as part of solution
processes for non-linear inverse problems [7]. The discretization of the model problem is performed
using linear 1nite elements on an orthogonal, uniform mesh. A reduced system corresponding to
an arbitrary (discrete) subdomain ˜⊂ is obtained by eliminating the degrees of freedom in the
nodes outside ˜: Thus, the developed multigrid methods can solve Dirichlet boundary value problems
in complicated domains. In our work the basic multigrid uses odd–even (due to its mathematical
consistency we prefer this term instead of “red–black” or “checkerboard”) Gauss–Seidel smoother and
bilinear grid-transfer operators. This basic strategy can be further accelerated using the techniques
given, e.g., in [3,14,16] and references therein. However, because the main emphasis is on the
treatment of di.cult geometry and the proposed acceleration techniques can be easily incorporated
into our approach, they are not implemented here.
Sometimes the use of orthogonal, uniform meshes is not appropriate. For example, the accuracy
of approximation for boundaries obtained in this way might be insu.cient. In such cases, one
possibility is to perform the discretization using a topologically equivalent mesh with the orthogonal
one, and use the multigrid for a reduced system based on the orthogonal mesh in preconditioning.
The multigrid preconditioner can be optimal when the mapping between the meshes is su.ciently
well behaving. For instance, the mesh used for discretization can be locally 1tted to the boundaries
of the domain [1]. We consider this case in Example 4 in Section 3. Another possibility is to use
an unstructured mesh. Then, the developed multigrid can be used in preconditioning when it is
combined with an interpolation and restriction operations between the orthogonal and unstructured
mesh. This approach requires the orthogonal mesh to be 1ne enough compared to the unstructured
mesh [13].
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The contents of the paper is as follows: First, in Section 2, we describe building blocks (sub-
routines) needed for an e.cient implementation of the odd–even multigrid method for the Poisson
problem in the reference domain : This is followed by a detailed description of the modi1ca-
tions needed to transform these techniques to solve reduced systems in 2D and 3D. In Section 3,
we present the numerical examples and make conclusions from the testruns. We remind that some
Fortran-77 subroutines used in the actual implementation and more comprehensive coverage of the
numerical experiments can be found in [8].
2. Building blocks for odd–even multigrid with applications to reduced systems
We describe how a multigrid method for the Poisson problem
−Nu= f in ;
u= 0 on @ (2.1)
in the reference domain =(0; 1)d; d=2; 3; can be adapted to the case of arbitrary discrete subdomain
with only minor changes.
2.1. Building blocks for odd–even multigrid in 2D
The material of this section is mainly contained in [4], but some of the notations and the actual
implementation procedure are diHerent. Assume that, in the reference domain = (0; 1)× (0; 1); we
have a hierarchy of uniformly re1ned grids T1; : : : ;TL with corresponding 1nite-dimensional spaces
U1; : : : ;UL (here 1 means the coarsest and L the 1nest level). Let us 1rst describe the usual two-grid
iteration for a general linear problem:
Find ul ∈ Ul such that Alul = fl (2.2)
for l¿ 1 and fl given.
We denote by Sl(ul; fl) an application of a smoother (we restrict to the case of one pre- and
one post-smoothing iteration) with the initial guess ul yielding a new approximation of ul (i.e.,
we identify a smoother with the vector ul which becomes updated). By Dl we denote the defect
Dl =Dl(ul) =Alul − fl: Moreover, Rl stands for the restriction and Pl the prolongation operator,
respectively. By Bl−1 = Bl−1 (ul−1; fl−1) we denote the approximate inversion of the coarser grid
problem Al−1 ul−1 = fl−1 (again this operation is identi1ed with the updated vector ul−1) starting
from an initial guess ul−1 = 0: Using these de1nitions the two-grid iteration for solving (2.2) reads
as
Sl (Sl(ul; fl)−PlBl−1 (ul−1; RlDl(Sl(ul; fl))); fl)
=Sl ((Il −PlBl−1RlDl)Sl(ul; fl); fl): (2.3)
Finally, by starting the two-grid iteration from the 1nest level L and replacing Bl−1 recursively with
the two-grid iteration, we obtain the multigrid method after de1ning the solver at the coarsest level
l= 1:
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Fig. 1. Even, odd, and coarser grid nodes and the bilinear prolongation locally.
Next we specify the diHerent parts of the two-grid (multigrid) iteration. At each discretization level
we use the equidistant piecewise linear 1nite element approximation for the original problem (2.1).
We start from the coarsest level with the grid size h1 = 12 and de1ne nested grids and corresponding
1nite-dimensional spaces in the well-known manner using hl = hl−1=2 = 2−l for l = 2; : : : ; L: The
number of nodes in the resulting 1nite-dimensional spaces are given by Nl= n2l for nl=1=hl− 1: As
a smoother we choose the Gauss–Seidel method, which for the piecewise linear FE-approximation
yields a simple, compact update formula
ul;i; j = 14(fl;i; j + ul;i−1; j + ul;i; j−1 + ul;i; j+1 + ul;i+1; j); i; j = 1; : : : ; nl: (2.4)
For the coarse-to-1ne grid transfer we use the bilinear prolongation p (cf. Fig. 1). The corresponding
restriction, as the formal adjoint using discrete inner products, is given by 14p
∗: However, for the
1nite element discretization, taking into account the grid relation hl−1=2hl and the integration of the
restricted defect at the coarser level (using mass lumping this is nothing more than multiplication
by h2l−1 = 4h
2
l ), we can simply use the local restriction r = p
∗ in (2.3).
We concentrate on the odd–even ordering of unknowns in the linear problem, because this gives
substantial savings in the number of arithmetical operations and improves the smoothing property.
Illustration of this technique is given in Fig. 1. We recall that a discretization point xl;i; j (at level
l) is said to be even, if i + j is an even number. According to the two groups we now split the
applications of the smoother, restriction, and prolongation as Sl=Sol S
e
l (o = odd points, e = even
points), Rl =Rel R
o
l ; and Pl =P
e
l P
o
l : Let us consider the following odd–even counterpart of (2.3):
Sol S
e
l ((Il −Pel Pol Bl−1Rel Rol Dl)Sol Sel (ul; fl); fl): (2.5)
The following observations concerning the multilevel realization of (2.5) are obvious (cf. [4, Note
4.3.4]):
• First smoothing iteration on the coarse grid starts with ul−1 = 0: Therefore, a special smoother
taking into account only nonzero components of vector ul−1 (i.e., those which have already been
updated) can be constructed. Especially, in the case of odd–even numbering the 1rst half-step
Sel−1 reduces to ul−1; i; j = fl−1; i; j=4 for i + j even, which is denoted by Se0 in Fig. 2.
• After second half-step Sol the defect Dl = Alul − fl is zero in the odd nodes according to
(2.4). Hence, it is enough to restrict only even nodes, i.e., replace Rel R
o
l DlS
o
l with (R
eDSo)l:
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the three multigrid patterns.
Moreover, all these operations can be melted together in the actual realization so that they are
computed within the same sweep through unknowns (ReSo in Fig. 2).
• Similarly, after the prolongation the 1rst half-step Sel updates the even nodes using only the
neighbouring odd nodes. Therefore, it is enough to interpolate the coarse-grid correction only into
odd nodes, i.e., replace Sel ((Il−Pel Pol ); fl) with Sel ((Il−Pol ); fl); for which a simpli1ed notation
(Se(I −Po))l is used. Again these two operations can be done within the same sweep (SePo in
Fig. 2).
Using the observations and simpli1ed notations above, (2.5) can be replaced with
Sol (S
e(I −Po))lBl−1(ReDSo)lSel ul: (2.6)
The diHerent operations in (2.6) also de1ne the building blocks of the actual multigrid code. Im-
plementation using Fortran-77 is given in [8, Appendix A]. Let us remind that our implementation
further melts computation of the residual-based stopping criterion with the 1rst half-smoothing itera-
tion SeL ; which again saves some arithmetical operations and one sweep through the memory. Notice
also that we only smooth once in the turning points of a multigrid pattern at coarser levels whereas
two full steps (one after the coarse-grid correction and another before next restriction of defect) are
performed in [4, pp. 82–83].
We use three particular patterns for the multigrid iterations. They are referred asV-cycle,VV-cycle,
and W-cycle, and illustrated in Fig. 2. The reason to also consider the VV-cycle is based on our
numerical experiments with the multigrid method. Namely, this form of a multigrid iteration is
cheaper than the full W-cycle, but gives usually almost the same convergence (number of multigrid
iterations) yielding a little bit faster algorithm overall.
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The purpose of using exactly those blocks (subroutines) given in our multigrid realization is on
one hand to minimize the number of arithmetical operations and on the other hand the number of
sweeps through the memory, which in present workstations consumes most of the CPU-time. It is a
straightforward calculation to show that the amount of computational work for one multigrid V-cycle
of (2.6) requires at most 4NL multiplications and 1113NL additions=subtractions. Moreover, the whole
memory requirement for extended solution and right-hand side vectors is bounded by 223NL:
To this end, a symmetric version of the odd–even multigrid can be obtained by using a symmetric
smoother and a symmetric solution method for the coarsest grid problem (usually a 1xed number
of symmetric smoothing steps). Again the numbering into two groups is advantageous, because the
symmetric (forward–backward) Gauss–Seidel method needs only one and a half-steps instead of two.
Moreover, the order of update in the smoothing half-steps can be arbitrary. In its compact two-grid
form, a symmetric multigrid method is constructed using
Seol (S
e(I −Po))l Bl−1 (RoDSe)l Soel ul: (2.7)
Here again the grouping of diHerent operations reveal their actual implementation. We smooth both
node groups within one loop by combining Seol =S
e
l S
o
l ; S
oe
l =S
o
l S
e
l ; and melt restriction=prolonga-
tion with a half-smoothing step. We notice that the symmetric version is only one full smoothing
(half pre- and half post-smoothing) step more expensive than (2.6) at each grid level yielding the
total amount of 513NL multiplications and 16
2
3NL additions=subtractions for the V-cycle. Moreover,
melting of operations within each block means that the same amount of sweeps through the memory
is required in (2.7) as in (2.6). Finally, after the 1rst iteration of (2.7) subsequent iterations at all
levels can be started using only Sol instead of S
oe
l because S
e
l has completed the previous iteration.
2.2. Adaptation of odd–even multigrid to reduced systems in 2D
Next we consider multigrid methods for the so-called reduced systems. The same problem has
been treated, e.g., in [10] and within an adaptive framework in [6].
First we de1ne a reduced problem, which originates by eliminating some of the degrees of freedom
(i.e., including extra boundary conditions) from the discretized problem in the reference domain
=(0; 1)× (0; 1): Examples of computational domains arising can be found in Section 3. In general,
the geometry where this reduced problem is posed can be extremely irregular, because we can have a
boundary condition on any subset of nodes (even unphysical boundary condition at only one separate
node is possible).
Let I = IL be an arbitrary subset of NL nodes at the 1nest discretization level L. We want to solve
the reduced system
(ALu)i = fi for all i ∈ I; uj = 0 for all j =∈ I (2.8)
by adapting the previously given building blocks. Here and in the sequel, the subscript from the
1nest level vectors is omitted, i.e., we denote u= uL and f=fL. The actual domain L for problem
(2.8) can be de1ned by taking L=
⋃
i∈I {
◦
supp ’Li (x)}; where
◦
supp denotes the interior of the support
of ith piecewise linear basis function ’Li at the level L: Here the complicated de1nition is due to the
fact that both single boundary nodes and piecewise polygonal inner boundaries must be excluded
from L. We remind that in the subdomain L the solution of (2.8) coincides with the 1nite element
piecewise linear solution of the homogenous Poisson problem −Nu˜ = f˜ in L u˜ = 0 on @L for
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f˜ = f|L . Thus, the reduced problems are equivalent to boundary value problems which are posed
in complicated domains.
A convenient way to realize the reduced system is to de1ne a projector which separates the free
and 1xed nodes in (2.8). Hence, de1ne (pL)i =1, if i ∈ I , and (pL)j =0 for all j 	∈ I . Let PL denote
the diagonal matrix PL =Diag{(pL)i}. Then the reduced system in (2.8) can be given in the form
PLALPLu= PLf: (2.9)
In the actual realization of the reduced system using the projector, we are still working with the full
vector u ∈ UL whose free components ui; i ∈ I , are only updated. When AL =ATL ¿ 0, Eq. (2.9)
de1nes a system of linear equations with the symmetric and positive-de1nite matrix PLALPL in the
subspace of free nodes.
We assume that the reduced systems have been de1ned at all grid levels l=1; : : : ; L via projectors
pl 
 Pl. To transform the earlier multilevel methods for this collection of reduced systems in diHerent
grids, we need to modify the basic components of multigrid as follows:
• Gauss–Seidel smoother treats eliminated nodes as zero:
ul;i; j = 14pl;i; j(fl;i; j + ul;i−1; j + ul;i; j−1 + ul;i; j+1 + ul;i+1; j); i; j = 1; : : : ; nl: (2.10)
• Restriction and prolongation take into account the reduced systems at two levels and remain adjoint
to each other. So, we de1ne R˜l=Pl−1Rl Pl and P˜l=PlPlPl−1. Moreover, due to the new smoother
in (2.10) it is actually enough to take R˜l =RlPl and P˜l = PlPl.
Notice that the symmetry of one iteration of the modi1ed multigrid does not depend on the way
how the reduced systems at diHerent levels are de1ned. Because the projector must be included
in all grid levels, the memory requirement for the modi1ed methods grows by 43 NL. Moreover,
the modi1cations do not change the number of additions=subtractions, but they double the amount
of multiplications in the algorithms. This yields to at most 8NL multiplications with the one-way
smoother and 1023 NL multiplications with the symmetric smoother for a one V-cycle.
Finally, we must de1ne the reduced problems at the coarser levels L− 1; : : : ; 1. For this purpose,
let {’˜li}Nli=1 denote the collection of bilinear basis functions at level l. Because we use the bilinear
restriction=prolongation to move information between diHerent grids (according to our numerical
experience this works always better than the piecewise linear interpolation), we must further de1ne
˜L =
⋃
i∈I {
◦
supp ’˜Li (x)}. The usual way to de1ne coarser domains (and 1nite-dimensional subspaces
corresponding to free nodes) [10] is to take
˜l =
⋃
i∈Nl◦
supp ’˜li (x)⊂ ˜L
{ ◦supp ’˜li(x)}; (2.11)
where Nl denotes the set of nodes at level l: This means that those level l basis functions (and
corresponding nodes), which are locally contained in ˜L, belong to the computational domain ˜l.
With the uniform re1nement strategy the support of level l− 1 basis function ’˜l−1i is composed of
the local union of supports of level l basis functions corresponding to nodes in the local, nine-point
stencil of the prolongation. By exploiting this observation, setting up coarser subspaces according to
(2.11) can be realized very easily [8]. Moreover, this way coincides with the de1nition used in [5].
From the de1nition of the coarser problems in (2.11) it follows that the coarse-grid correction is
applied only to those nodes at the 1ner level which all belong to the computational domain with
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Fig. 3. Weights of bilinear prolongation over two levels and nodes which de1ne level l− 2 problem from level l locally.
respect to the bilinear basis. This means that when applying a convergent smoother we have always
a convergent algorithm, because the coarse-grid correction cannot be overestimated. However, the
drawback of the usual approach is that in a complicated original domain ˜L one may end up with
only a few, very sparse coarser subdomains and this can have a dramatic eHect to the convergence
rate of a multigrid method. This can be illustrated using Fig. 1. Namely, if any of the 7× 7 nodes
is 1xed, the coarsest level node (with thicker circle around it) becomes also 1xed.
Thus, we need to 1nd other ways to de1ne the coarser problems which enlarge the corresponding
subspaces. The simplest possibility is just to ignore the contribution of those nodes (basis functions),
which have less eHect in the coarse-grid correction. Keeping in mind the local stencil of the bilinear
prolongation in Fig. 1, we 1rst ignore the corners and only retain the points with weights greater
than or equal to 12 . Notice that in both multigrid variants (2.6) and (2.7) the coarse-grid correction is
prolongated only to odd nodes, while the corners in the local stencil are always even, which are just
updated using the odd values after the prolongation. This 1rst extension yields reduced 1ve-point
stencil with same nodes as in the Gauss–Seidel smoother [8].
According to our numerical experience the above idea to enlarge the coarser subspaces works well
for the two-grid iteration. However, when we have more levels in the computation this approach
can overestimate the coarse-grid correction too much and cause the multigrid method to deteriorate.
Hence, at least for the coarser subspaces at the levels L − 2; : : : ; 1, we must 1nd another way to
de1ne the reduced problems to avoid this nuisance. For this purpose, we exploit the same idea to
forget the contribution of nodes with small enough prolongation weights. Fig. 3 includes values of
the bilinear weights over two levels. Using the same threshold level 12 as before, we obtain the
pattern illustrated with the grey area for constructing the coarser problem at level l − 2 from that
at level l: Implementation of this new suggestion can be realized in a similar fashion as the other
de1nitions [8].
Finally, we remind that the new way takes into account only 13 nodes instead of all 49 at the
two times 1ner level increasing substantially the sizes of coarser subspaces. Moreover, the same idea
with diHerent threshold level yields a diHerent subspaces. This is also illustrated in Fig. 3, where
a dashed line surrounds an area with (total of 21) weights greater than or equal to 38 (or greater
than 14).
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Fig. 4. Trilinear weights together with odd–even numbering in 3D locally.
2.3. Odd–even multigrid for reduced systems in 3D
All features of the previously given 2D multigrid methods can be generalized into 3D in a straight-
forward fashion. We describe the necessary changes brieQy.
The piecewise linear FE-approximation of (2.1) in 3D gives a seven-point formula
(Alul)i; j; k = hl(−ul;i; j; k−1 − ul;i−1; j; k − ul;i; j−1; k + 6ul;i; j; k − ul;i; j+1; k
−ul;i+1; j; k − ul;i; j; k+1); i; j; k = 1; : : : ; nl: (2.12)
Integration of the right-hand side fl is realized by multiplication with the lumped mass matrix h3l I .
The Gauss–Seidel smoother reads as
ul;i; j; k = 16(f˜l;i; j; k + ul;i; j; k−1 + ul;i−1; j; k + ul;i; j−1; k
+ ul;i; j+1; k + ul;i+1; j; k + ul;i; j; k+1); i; j; k = 1; : : : ; nl: (2.13)
where f˜l = fl=hl denotes the stored vector in the implementation.
In 3D we call those discretization points xl;i; j; k odd for which i+ j+ k is an odd number, and the
remaining points are then referred as being even. First remark after this de1nition is again that the
six neighbouring nodes of ul;i; j; k in (2.12) all belong to the diHerent group, so that the smoothing
half-steps are similarly separated as in 2D.
The weights de1ning the trilinear prolongation p together with the odd–even numbering of nodes
is illustrated in Fig. 4. For the trilinear restriction we have 18p
∗, but again (since h3l−1 = 8h
3
l ) we
can simply take r = p∗. Moreover, because we have divided out the common hl in Al and fl, the
corresponding defect must be multiplied with hl=hl−1 = 12 in the restriction to the coarser level.
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The structure of the multigrid program in 3D is identical to that in 2D. The usual coarser subspaces
corresponding to those 27 trilinear basis functions, whose supports belong to the computational
domain (cf. Fig. 4), can be constructed in a manner similar to the earlier de1nition in (2.11). The
enrichment strategy at the level L−1 is based on the seven-point formula. For the levels L−2; : : : ; 1
the enlarged subspaces are formed from the projectors at the levels L; : : : ; 3 using a de1nition similar
to that in 2D. Instead of the full cube of 7× 7× 7=343 nodes at the two times 1ner level the new
de1nition takes into account an octahedron of only 25 nodes. This shows that in 3D the diHerence
between sizes of normal and enlarged subspaces grows dramatically.
3. Numerical experiments
Next we test the e.ciency and reliability of the previously developed multigrid methods. More
extensive coverage of the numerical tests performed using the proposed methods is included in [8].
All experiments are computed in an HP9000=J280 workstation (180 MHz PA8000 CPU). As the
coarsest level solver we iterate the forward Gauss–Seidel smoother until the maximum norm of
the residual is less than 10−2 in the non-symmetric algorithm, whereas in the symmetric variant we
apply 1ve forward–backward Gauss–Seidel steps in 2D and ten in 3D. As an initial guess we choose
u0 = 0.
First we compare the previously given two multigrid variants for solving the reference problem
(2.1). Especially we try to adjust the tolerance  in the residual rk = f −Auk -based stopping
criterion |rk |∞ = maxi6NL |rki |6 in such a way that after reaching the level of discretization error
iterations are terminated. We measure the e.ciency of an algorithm by monitoring the behaviour of
|rk |∞, that is, we de1ne the (Relative) Reduction of Residual as RRk = |rk+1|∞=|rk |∞ for k=1; 2; : : :
(k =0 with u0 = 0 is a special case). This choice was made, because we are interested in the actual
performance rather than the asymptotical rate of convergence.
3.1. Experiments in 2D
In 2D the number of unknowns in the linear problem is NL = (2L − 1)2, e.g., NL = 1046 529 for
the largest value L= 10.
Example 1. Fix the solution u(x)=5 exp(sin(12x1)) sin(2x1) sin(2x2) and compute f(x)=−Nu(x).
In Table 1, MGM identi1es the multigrid version that was used: F means the forward smoothed
version (2.6) with de1nition (2.11) for the coarser subspaces and S denotes the symmetric algorithm
in (2.7) with the new way of enlarging the coarser problems (cf. Fig. 3). In the same column also
the pattern of a one cycle is speci1ed. The column Its gives number of multigrid iterations. The
column RR contains the interval for the values of RRk ; k¿1, and the column CPU contains the
elapsed CPU-time in seconds. Finally, the last column includes the L2-error between the computed
solution u and the exact solution u in Example 1.
We make the following observations concerning Example 1:
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Table 1
MGMs in Example 1
L 8 10
MGM  Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=V 10−13 13 0.090–0.12 0.39 5:437× 10−3 12 0.097–0.11 7.90 3:388× 10−4
F=VV 10−13 10 0.025–0.059 0.33 5:437× 10−3 9 0.035–0.058 6.70 3:388× 10−4
F=W 10−13 10 0.023–0.058 0.36 5:437× 10−3 9 0.052–0.058 7.28 3:388× 10−4
F=VV h2 4 0.025–0.055 0.14 5:437× 10−3 4 0.035–0.056 3.16 3:388× 10−4
S=VV h2 4 0.056–0.074 0.16 5:433× 10−3 4 0.031–0.10 3.51 3:382× 10−4
• F better than S: Using both odd and even nodes to change information between diHerent levels
with the forward smoother F gives better reduction of residual RR than the symmetric smoother
S with only odd nodes to share the information.
• VV fastest: Of all patterns VV-cycle gives the shortest CPU-time.
• =h2 su8cient: Loose stopping criterion |rk |∞6h2 already attains the discretization accuracy of the
piecewise linear approximation. The L2-errors obtained show that the iteration error ||uk−A−1 f||L2
is at least 103 times smaller than the discretization error. We remind that this observation is only
valid for a genuine multigrid algorithm. If we solve the linear problem using the smoother alone,
this result does not hold.
• S almost as fast as F: Even if there is more computational work in the symmetric algorithm,
one iteration using melted subroutines does not take much longer than with the forward smoother.
This illustrates the fact that the amount of sweeps through the memory is more decisive for the
CPU-usage than the actual number of arithmetical operations performed.
The L2-errors in Table 1 show the obtainable discretization error of the piecewise linear approx-
imation with given f(x) and . In the following experiments the smoothness of f(x) and @ is
decreased. From standard theory we know that then the piecewise linear approximation of the exact
solution becomes less accurate. In Examples 2 and 3 we use a random, nonsmooth f having the
same order of magnitude as that in Example 1. We let f(xi); i=1; : : : ; NL, be uniformly distributed
random numbers on the interval [−104; 104].
Example 2. Random f(x) in a “level-oriented fractal domain” illustrated in Fig. 5 (cf. [10]).
In Tables 2 and 3 the column  is omitted. Instead, at each level L we have computed 1rstly
a reference solution u˜ using the tight stopping criterion  = 10−13. This has then been used as the
exact solution when calculating the L2-errors for the other solutions at the same level computed with
 = h2. Moreover, the expression “1xed nodes” in the following tables is used for indicating the
number and percentage of 1xed nodes in the corresponding reduced system.
Example 3. Random f(x) in arbitrary subdomain: The percentage of 1xed nodes is speci1ed and
a random number generator is used to produce the indices of the 1xed nodes. Two examples are
given in Fig. 6.
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Table 2
MGMs in Example 2
L 8 (1xed nodes 3 224 = 5:0% of NL) 10 (1xed nodes 29 528 = 2:8% of NL)
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=V 82 0.68–0.74 2.42 u˜ 77 0.64–0.77 48.95 u˜
F=VV 22 0.63–0.70 0.75 3:006× 10−6 24 0.61–0.67 17.71 3:495× 10−7
F=W 21 0.61–0.62 0.76 2:462× 10−6 23 0.57–0.64 18.25 3:295× 10−7
S=VV 7 0.17–0.22 0.28 2:850× 10−5 9 0.25–0.36 7.56 9:165× 10−7
S=W 6 0.17–0.18 0.25 8:721× 10−7 6 0.18–0.19 5.73 3:067× 10−7
Fig. 5. Fractal domains for h= 1=64 (left) and h= 1=256 (right) in Example 2.
Fig. 6. 1% 1xed nodes for h= 1=64 (left) and 10% 1xed nodes for h= 1=128 (right) in Example 3.
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Table 3
MGMs in Example 3
L= 6 Fixed nodes 4 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 40 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 86 0.67–0.78 0.10 u˜ 111 0.60–0.79 0.12 u˜
F=W 25 0.67–0.76 0.03 6:442× 10−5 29 0.59–0.77 0.03 1:677× 10−4
S=VV 11 0.29–0.48 0.02 8:059× 10−5 20 0.59–0.64 0.03 1:379× 10−4
SW 11 0.28–0.45 0.01 4:467× 10−5 16 0.52–0.56 0.02 1:030× 10−4
L= 8 Fixed nodes 65 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 650 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 184 0.81–1.18 6.17 u˜ 138 0.68–0.83 4.63 u˜
F=W 43 0.75–0.98 1.56 1:247× 10−5 40 0.67–0.80 1.36 7:967× 10−6
S=VV 19 0.57–0.69 0.76 7:567× 10−6 18 0.56–0.63 0.71 3:082× 10−6
S=W 23 0.61–0.72 0.98 5:593× 10−6 22 0.54–0.68 0.91 3:533× 10−6
L= 10 Fixed nodes 1047 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 10465 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 197 0.83–0.89 142.54 u˜ 123 0.73–0.82 90.34 u˜
F=W 55 0.78–0.85 42.49 8:104× 10−7 42 0.73–0.81 32.23 3:961× 10−7
S=VV 49 0.66–0.82 39.21 2:892× 10−7 27 0.50–0.74 22.38 2:870× 10−7
S=W ** *** *** *** 33 0.51–0.80 29.58 2:982× 10−7
S=VV 43 0.66–0.82 37.26 2:890× 10−7 25 0.50–0.74 21.56 2:885× 10−7
S=W 34 0.58–0.76 31.36 2:891× 10−7 23 0.50–0.68 21.04 2:896× 10−7
Let us draw the following conclusions from Tables 2 and 3:
• S=VV e8cient but not always convergent: The new way of de1ning coarser subspaces together
with the symmetric smoother was usually superior to the forward smoothed usual method. More-
over, except in Example 3 with many levels and only a few nodes 1xed in random locations,
number of iterations of S=VV for diHerent mesh sizes was very well balanced. However, in Table
3 we have found one case (S=W for L= 10; 1xed nodes 0:1% of NL) where our approach with
extended subspaces together with the W-cycle was not convergent. This shows that the enriched
de1nition of coarser subspaces for a reduced system corresponding to a fully arbitrary geometry
can overestimate the coarse-grid correction too much yielding a nonconvergent algorithm with
more involved multigrid pattern.
• Converge of S=VV can be restored: One possibility to compensate the overestimation is to apply
more smoothing iterations at the 1nest level where the given reduced system is not enlarged in any
way. Another possibility is to apply more restrictive strategy for extending the coarser subspaces,
for example, the one suggested in Section 2.2 in Fig. 3 with the dashed line. Computational results
using this choice are also given in Table 3, on the last two rows. As can be seen, convergence of
the symmetric multigrid is restored. We point out that when using S as a preconditioner for the
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Table 4
PCG in 2D Examples 1–3 with  = h2
L 8 10
Example Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
1 2 0.0044 0.29 5:437× 10−3 2 0.0099 6.06 3:388× 10−4
2 1 0.011 0.28 1:298× 10−5 3 0.021–0.030 8.61 3:390× 10−7
3 (0.1%) 5 0.066–0.074 0.60 3:113× 10−6 7 0.037–0.61 18.15 2:954× 10−7
3 (1%) 5 0.069–0.15 0.59 8:136× 10−7 6 0.056–0.40 15.66 2:895× 10−7
CG method, the more restrictive choice of coarser subspaces gives practically the same results as
in Table 4 (in Example 2 using S=W for L = 9 or 10 number of iterations decreased by one,
using S=VV number of iterations increased by one in some cases).
•  = h2 su8cient: Loose stopping criterion |rk |∞6h2 attained the discretization accuracy. In all
examples the L2-error ||u=h2 − u=10−13 ||L266h2. Moreover, we have in every case at least 100
times smaller iteration errors than the discretization errors in Table 1.
In all experiments in Tables 1–3 the reduction of the residual RRk is decreasing along the multigrid
iterations. This suggests that the symmetric multigrid method with extended subspaces could be even
more useful as a preconditioner in an iterative solution algorithm. Next we consider computational
experiments with the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method using a preconditioner based
on the new multigrid variant S=VV. Because one iteration of the multigrid method compared to one
full iteration of the CG method is very cheap, we apply two iterations of S=VV as a preconditioning
step. Moreover, the initial guess u0CG is computed by applying once S=VV to u
0 = 0. This initial
multigrid iteration can be considered as one way to realize the so-called nested iterations, at least
with smooth domains [4]. With the domains considered here one might be able to further decrease
the CPU-time by applying the true nested iterations. In this case, it should be enough to take only
one iteration of S=VV in preconditioning.
In Table 4 the results of the PCG method with the initial guess u0CG when applied to Examples
1–3 are gathered. Let us state some conclusions from these results:
• PCG insensitive to h and geometry: With diHerent mesh sizes and diHerent amount of 1xed nodes
number of iterations remains always very small.
• PCG better than S=VV with arbitrary geometry: CPU-times of the PCG method are comparable
with those obtained from pure S=VV. For larger problems (L¿8) S=VV was faster in Examples
1 and 2, but PCG gave increasingly better performance in Example 3 with more levels and less
1xed nodes.
•  = h2 su8cient: Again the recovered solution using loose stopping criterion is at the level of
discretization error.
Finally, we include one more example illustrating the usability of the new multigrid preconditioner
S=VV for nonuniform meshes.
Example 4. Random f(x) in the circle (x1 − 12 )2 + (x2 − 12 )2¡ ( 12)2; which is discretized using a
LFB-mesh that is locally 1tted to boundaries [1].
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Fig. 7. LFB-mesh for h= 1=32 (left) and solution for h= 1=64 (right) in Example 4.
Table 5
PCG in Example 4
L 8 (L∞-error = 1:223× 10−2) 10 (L∞-error = 7:639× 10−4)
MGM  Its RR CPU L∞=h2 Its RR CPU L∞=h2
VV=2 10−13 15 0.083–0.27 1.61 801.30 16 0.11–0.40 37.23 801.00
W=1 10−13 18 0.068–0.54 1.40 801.30 20 0.097–0.47 31.39 801.00
VV=2 h2 6 0.13–0.23 0.69 801.31 7 0.14–0.40 17.11 801.00
W=1 h2 7 0.14–0.51 0.58 801.32 9 0.097–0.39 14.91 800.99
u(x) = 10 exp(sin (12x1))(( 12)
2 − (x1 − 12 )2 − (x2 − 12 )2) and f(x) =−Nu(x). The LFB-mesh and
one computed solution are illustrated in Fig. 7.
In Table 5 the format of the column MGM is slightly diHerent from that in other occasions. It
includes the pattern and the number of multigrid iterations (separated by =) that were applied in
the preconditioning. As the analytical solution is known, the column L∞-error refers to the exact
solution. To monitor the convergence rate of the piecewise linear approximation on the LFB-mesh,
we also include the column L∞=h2 which contains the L∞-error divided by h2.
Example 4 is only realized using the PCG method. Results are given in Table 5. Our conclusions
from this test are as follows:
• PCG insensitive to h: For diHerent mesh sizes the number of iterations is small and it has a very
mild growth rate. Concerning the inQuence of the local mesh 1tting we found that the number of
iterations for PCG with VV=2 and = h2 for an un1tted mesh was 3–4 and for the locally 1tted
mesh 4–7.
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Table 6
MGMs in Example 5
L 5 7
MGM  Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=V 10−13 21 0.17–0.40 0.28 3:457× 10−1 22 0.21–0.50 40.62 1:525× 10−2
F=VV 10−13 20 0.16–0.38 0.29 3:457× 10−1 18 0.11–0.27 34.53 1:525× 10−2
F=W 10−13 20 0.16–0.33 0.29 3:457× 10−1 18 0.10–0.30 36.48 1:525× 10−2
F=VV h3 6 0.16–0.17 0.09 3:457× 10−1 6 0.11–0.16 12.31 1:525× 10−2
S=VV h3 6 0.18–0.18 0.10 3:457× 10−1 6 0.13–0.18 13.90 1:525× 10−2
• W=1 faster than VV=2: In this particular example preconditioning using one iteration of W is
faster, with respect to the CPU-time, than two iterations of VV. This reQects the fact that our
initial choice to use VV=2 as a preconditioner was due to its best performance with the fully
arbitrary geometry.
•  = h2 su8cient for second-order accuracy: With respect to the L∞-norm discretization using
the LFB-mesh yields second-order accuracy. Loose stopping criterion seems to be enough for
capturing this precision.
• MGM preconditioner versus the :ctitious domain preconditioner: Fictitious domain precondi-
tioners for Dirichlet boundary value problems have been considered, e.g., in [2,12]. Moreover,
especially in [15] the same 1tting procedure of the mesh is used and a 1ctitious domain precon-
ditioner applied for solving the linear system. DiHerent from typical 1ctitious domain approaches
our multigrid method does not need enlargement of the original domain into a strictly larger ref-
erence domain to obtain fast convergence. In this case, using the same number of unknowns in
the enlarged linear system, we have better accuracy (more discretization points) for the solution
in the original domain.
3.2. Experiments in 3D
Next we consider the computational results in 3D. Again 1rst case corresponds to the full problem
with known analytical solution. In 3D the number of unknowns in the linear system is NL=(2L−1)3,
i.e. NL = 2048 383 for the largest value L= 7.
Example 5. Choose u(x) = 5 exp(sin (12x1))sin (2x1)sin (2x2)sin (2x3) and compute f(x)=
−Nu(x).
In the remaining two examples part of the inner nodes are 1xed. The right-hand side f(x) contains
uniform random numbers on the interval [−104; 104]; analogous to 2D case.
Example 6. Random f(x) in the ball (x1 − 12 )2 + (x2 − 12 )2 + (x3 − 12 )2¡ ( 12)2.
Example 7. Random f(x) in arbitrary subdomain (i.e., solution is 1xed in randomly chosen nodes).
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Table 7
MGMs in Example 6
L 5 (Fixed nodes 12 720 = 42:7% of NL) 7 (Fixed nodes 950 472 = 46:4% of NL)
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 85 0.38–0.74 1.27 u˜ 111 0.58–0.79 223.20 u˜
F=VV 20 0.38–0.69 0.33 7:010× 10−4 30 0.58–0.78 59.93 2:932× 10−5
F=W 19 0.38–0.68 0.30 7:033× 10−4 27 0.58–0.76 53.56 1:660× 10−5
S=VV 10 0.32–0.41 0.19 7:928× 10−5 12 0.35–0.50 26.99 1:838× 10−6
S=W 10 0.32–0.41 0.19 6:859× 10−5 12 0.34–0.50 27.74 1:466× 10−6
Table 8
MGMs in Example 7
L= 5 Fixed nodes 30 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 298 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 134 0.46–0.81 1.91 u˜ 179 0.53–0.85 2.54 u˜
F=W 34 0.47–0.80 0.50 2:990× 10−4 42 0.53–0.85 0.61 5:932× 10−4
S=VV 11 0.40–0.44 0.19 8:320× 10−5 15 0.43–0.60 0.26 1:601× 10−4
S=W 11 0.39–0.44 0.19 7:009× 10−5 15 0.43–0.60 0.27 1:545× 10−4
L= 6 Fixed nodes 250 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 2500 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 253 0.64–0.90 49.36 u˜ 230 0.62–0.89 45.12 u˜
F=W 62 0.64–0.89 12.29 1:716× 10−4 55 0.62–0.88 10.69 1:510× 10−4
S=VV 17 0.43–0.64 3.83 4:305× 10−5 18 0.46–0.64 3.94 4:385× 10−5
S=W 15 0.39–0.61 3.49 3:855× 10−5 18 0.46–0.64 4.10 3:667× 10−5
L= 7 Fixed nodes 2048 = 0:1% of NL Fixed nodes 20 484 = 1% of NL
MGM Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
F=VV 406 0.69–0.94 755.33 u˜ 239 0.58–0.90 451.79 u˜
F=W 89 0.69–0.92 165.32 6:017× 10−5 59 0.58–0.89 112.54 3:162× 10−5
S=VV 18 0.56–0.63 38.08 1:953× 10−5 19 0.53–0.66 40.58 6:968× 10−6
S=W 18 0.55–0.61 38.68 8:058× 10−6 19 0.54–0.66 41.26 5:776× 10−6
Tables 6–8 contain the results from the multigrid tests in 3D. In Table 9 the performance of the
S=VV initialized and preconditioned CG method is presented. Let us state short conclusions from
the 3D computations:
• S=VV e8cient and convergent: The new way of enlarging coarser problems together with the
symmetric smoother was always convergent (due to the lack of memory we cannot have as many
discretization levels as in 2D). It worked much better than the forward smoothed method without
enriched subspaces, when we had part of the nodes 1xed inside the reference domain = (0; 1)3.
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Table 9
PCG in 3D Examples 5–7 with  = h3
L 5 7
Example Its RR CPU L2-error Its RR CPU L2-error
5 2 0.0070 0.11 3:457× 10−1 2 0.010 13.96 1:525× 10−2
6 3 0.042–0.050 0.15 4:141× 10−5 4 0.064–0.093 24.11 6:157× 10−7
7 (0.1%) 4 0.041–0.085 0.19 3:038× 10−6 5 0.11–0.17 29.84 3:629× 10−6
7 (1%) 4 0.071–0.15 0.19 4:704× 10−5 5 0.11–0.20 29.86 3:747× 10−6
• =h3 su8cient: Also in 3D loose stopping criterion |rk |∞6h3 attained the discretization accuracy.
In all examples, the L2-error ||u=h3 − u=10−13 ||L26h2.
• PCG better than S=VV with arbitrary geometry: By means of the elapsed CPU-time PCG and
S=VV were comparable in smooth domains, but PCG was clearly faster for arbitrary domains.
4. Conclusions
We described and implemented multigrid methods for solving reduced problems in 2D and 3D. Via
an extensive collection of numerical examples we demonstrated the computational e.ciency of the
proposed algorithms. Especially, the improved performance of the multigrid method with extended
subspaces compared to the usual approach was established. Moreover, using the new multigrid
method as a preconditioner for the CG method a very fast algorithm for solving reduced problems
with arbitrary geometry was obtained. Finally, according to our tests, a mesh-dependent stopping
criterion seemed to be su.cient for obtaining the solution of the linear problem with the discretization
accuracy.
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